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Free ebook The billion dollar
marriage contract (Read Only)
doomed from the start nikos demakis and cassia andrade were married
under a billion dollar company merger contract nikos isn t ready to give
up his playboy lifestyle and cassia is far from the glittering socialite that
their elite circle expects events force them to live separate lives ten
years later nikos is ready to give it all up and settle down with the wife
he only sees once a year cassia is also ready to settle down just not with
nikos will cassia once again surrender herself to the man who scarred
her forever or will she give up her inherited fortune to leave and never
look back will they still be able to fulfill the terms of their billion dollar
marriage contract when death and danger stalk them at every turn the
billionaire the matchmaker and their off limits attraction usa today
bestselling author melanie milburne brings us a marriage of
convenience romance inspired by jane austen s classic emma what if the
woman he wants is the one finding his bride when matteo vitale strides
into matchmaker emmaline woodcroft s office he has an unusual request
he must marry and father an heir if he s to inherit his family estate after
his first marriage ended tragically what he needs is a wife who isn t
looking for love to understand her enigmatic client emmie accepts an
invitation to his italian villa as she gets closer to the real matteo for once
she gives in to desire the trouble is emmie knows she can t be the bride
matteo s looking for from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no bounds a struggling secretary agrees to marry
her billionaire playboy boss so he can acquire one more company in this
sexy contemporary romance fantastically wealthy thanos stathakis
almost has it all he requires just one last company to complete his
empire but to acquire it he must counter his scandalous reputation with
a wife his executive assistant alice is the perfect choice oh so
respectable and in need of financial support for her family he persuades
her their vows are purely for show until he lifts alice s veil and their
intense electrifying kiss complicates everything step into the greek s
decadent world with this emotional cinderella story at the wedding of
the year jasmine bliss encounters the unthinkable a bouquet landing
right in her hands not until that moment has she wondered why
boyfriend and former boss ethan cole one of the hottest and richest men
around has yet to propose to her does he really love her as much as he
says he does or is he thinking what everyone in high society already
thinks that jasmine s middle class breeding is good enough for a
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girlfriend but heresy for the wife of a billionaire between the potential
pitter patter of little feet a meddlesome mutual friend and an ex
girlfriend coming out from the shadows of ethan s heartbroken past
jasmine s life suddenly changes in more ways than she could have
imagined before mark your calendars rich and broke alike because you
have been invited to the billion dollar wedding now with more cats
legacy with a catch gina saxton has been left half of the harlow billion
dollar empire but there is a major condition to her legacy she must wed
the heir to the other half arrogant ross harlow ross s answer is to
propose gina marry him for a year no strings attached easy enough but
then gina realises that her convenient husband finds her hard to resist
not only that she s falling in love with him gina is close to walking away
but ross won t let her go after all a deal s a deal royally promoted by
cathy williams from pa to princess anna could hardly turn down the
contract of her career austin cahill had parlayed his business savvy to
the point that he had everything he wanted out of life except of course a
child and caroline lamont had happily agreed to provide him with one
event planner anna maitland was a pro at themed extravaganzas
medieval knights and ivy draped bowers were right up her alley so
caroline lamont had to have her orchestrate texas s wedding of the year
landing the account for the cahill lamont nuptials had an unexpected
fringe benefit anna s son will got to meet his idol austin cahill the
problem was the charismatic mr cahill was proving pretty irresistible to
will s mom too even though she was doing a bang up job of arranging
his wedding to another woman when she needs a convenient husband
her only option is to propose to the enemy escape to the outback with
the final installment in the one year to wed quartet by michelle douglas
marry me lincoln rose has put everything into running her family s farm
so she s furious that her father s will states she must marry to keep it all
she can do is propose to anyone she picks lincoln her neighbor her
enemy and the man she once shared a pulse racing moment of passion
with she offers him a coveted plot of land in return but she s still
surprised when he says yes to making her his billion dollar bride from
harlequin romance be swept away by glamorous and heartfelt love
stories one year to wed book 1 secretly married to a prince by ally blake
book 2 reluctant bride s baby bombshell by rachael stewart book 3
cinderella and the tycoon next door by kandy shepherd book 4 claiming
his billion dollar bride by michelle douglas the woman he can t forget
the child he can t deny wild powerful ultrarich matthieu s reputation
was infamous and he wanted to keep it that way it was a way to shelter
from the pain of his traumatic past until enchanting maria entered his
world of unimaginable wealth and unraveled his carefully ordered life
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with a night of blistering passion she was the only woman to see the
man behind the scars yet to protect her matthieu pushed her away now
maria is back with an announcement that leads him to question
everything i m pregnant from protégé to convenient wife the greek s
billion dollar baby the woman to change his life a tragic loss has led
outrageously wealthy leonidas to deny himself all pleasure until he
meets innocent hannah at a party in greece that night leonidas breaks
all his rules indulging in red hot oblivion with inescapable consequences
can be read as a stand alone story but best read after reading her billion
dollar man 1 start reading this book to see how to get that free debra
and derek seem to have the perfect relationship they re engaged and
they ve just moved in together so why is derek still hesitant to go the
final step with her with his resources they can be married sooner rather
than later yet a date still hasn t been penciled in debra s going to find
out why even if it means shaking thing up along the way can they
overcome love rivals scams and more to give debra the wedding she so
badly desires find out in this exciting and sexy romance by top selling
author rochelle williams suitable for over 18s only due to sex scenes so
hot you ll be running for a cold shower full of twists and turns read now
to find out why rochelle williams is tipped to have written the hottest
african american romance series of the year revisit the de laurent clan
in book 2 of billionaire games andre de laurent s world gets turned
upside down when his mother s uncle leaves him a multi billion dollar
fortune with stipulations from new york times bestselling author katy
evans comes a hot romance about two strangers and their race to fall in
love if someone had bet nell a million dollars that she would be saying i
do to a complete stranger on national television she d have called them
crazy but with her crushing student loan payments sending her deep
into the red she s out of options this should be nothing more than a
business transaction until she sets eyes on her groom and everything
changes the game is on the instant luke spots penelope nell carpenter
he s out for the money yes but getting a little dirty with nell doesn t
sound too bad either everyone knows he s not the marrying kind so it s a
good thing it s just for show god knows he s the worst guy his pretty
wife should pick for real they have nothing in common but if they want
the grand prize they ll have to beat out eight other couples proving that
total opposites attract should be easy enough as long as they don t fall in
love in the process could the island doc s convenient groom become her
forever find out in marion lennox s latest billionaire harlequin medical
romance with a difference saving the doctor s charity with i do forced
into a convenient union to claim a lifesaving billion dollar legacy
ophthalmologist seb and gp jodie agree their marriage will begin and
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end with their wedding neither believes in happily ever after how can
they when life has taught them such tough lessons but once they start
living together it s impossible to keep their barriers in place and an
unexpected passion is quickly unleashed dare this fake bride become a
real wife from harlequin medical life and love in the world of modern
medicine could the island doc s convenient groom become her forever
find out in marion lennox s latest billionaire medical romance with a
difference saving the doctor s charity with i do forced into a convenient
union to claim a lifesaving billion dollar legacy ophthalmologist seb and
gp jodie agree their marriage will begin and end with their wedding
neither believes in happily ever after how can they when life has taught
them such tough lessons but once they start living together it s
impossible to keep their barriers in place and an unexpected passion is
quickly unleashed dare this fake bride become a real wife mills boon
medical life and love in the world of modern medicine he d kept a
promise to marry his best friend s widow but even an obligatory
marriage could not diminish the hunger vintner tony carlino still felt for
rena montgomery foolishly he d walked away from her once before and
she had never forgiven him as far as she was concerned no one would be
toasting this arrangement anytime soon she had married tony only for
the safety his name and money would give her her winery and her
unborn child never could she allow herself to reveal the desire she felt
for her new husband for their marriage was meant to be only about
business neither dared speak one word about love beauty and the
billionaire from protégée to convenient wife after admitting her
forbidden feelings for her boss caio coding genius anushka is mortified
so when he proposes they marry to save their business she s conflicted
because surely his ring even his scorching touch can never be enough
without his heart the wrong woman wearing his ring i have a business
proposition for you sealed with a million dollar ring he was my first kiss
my first boyfriend and my first heartbreak i should ve known better than
to fall for the bad boy now 7 years later this bad boy needs a good wife
to close a business deal he says he ll make it worth my while yeah i
remember that big thick ego this is supposed to be just pretend so why
do i want us to go all the way everyone knows who zeke harris is a
modern rags to riches success story he built a billion dollar business
empire from nothing tall dark and panty meltingly gorgeous he s also
the most eligible bachelor in the city at least that s what the magazines
say to me zeke harris is the bad boy who used to sneak into my bedroom
when my parents were away he reminds me of late nights youthful
excitement and new sinful sensations time and distance tore our young
love apart but now he s back and he needs me to be his wife yes zeke
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harris wants me to marry him but it s only for the sake of his business in
exchange he ll give me one million dollars there s another million in it if
i ll also have his baby i should tell him to buzz off right this is crazy but i
do need the money and i ve never been good at saying no to zeke so i
accept his offer i ll marry him and play house with him but i am not
giving him a second chance this fake marriage is not about that but then
he leans me down on his strong arms and kisses me and all the feelings i
ve ever had for him come rushing back i should ve known i can t just
pretend not with zeke when down on his luck nixon wins a billion dollars
he expects his life to change but he never thought it would change like
this in a bid to win over his father he marries kaley but it s not real is it
kaley s whole life is flowers especially the floundering flower shop she
manages but when it s put at risk she falls on nixon to help her but it s
all just a sham isn t it she doesn t really want to be his wife does she
over a year the fake turns real and that means real consequences when
things go wrong these two will have to answer hard truths to make it
work and get their hea julian worth isn t a man with time to spare ruling
his billion dollar empire with an iron fist work is the true love of his life
which is why when it comes to marriage a strategic alliance matters
more than love julian is more than ready to sign on for a little superficial
dating and a marriage of convenience if it allows him to take his
company to the next level what he wasn t ready for was the woman who
shows up as his prospective bride holly abbott has spent her whole life
coming in second being born four minutes behind her twin sister has
defined her life but when her headstrong sister refuses to go along with
their father s plan to marry her off into a cold business arrangement
holly has to step up knowing the infamous julian worth will only
entertain marrying the abbott heir holly sets her identity aside to
transform into her sister it s an easy enough plan a few dates with a
man who isn t hers won t hurt anyone except julian is nothing like the
ruthless tycoon she expected soon she s left to wonder what will happen
when her sister comes back and worse how will she ever be able to give
up a man who doesn t even know her real name back for her and his
heir when tycoon nikos emerges from being undercover from his
enemies he discovers he s a father he vows to claim his son which
means stopping marisa s business deal marriage and reminding her of
their electrifying connection darian king has never met a challenge he
couldn t handle running a billion dollar corporation piece of cake hostile
takeovers a walk in the park but when his little sister begs him to plan
her wedding darian finds himself less than prepared for the task luckily
he knows just who to ask for help allison reed wants nothing more than
to leave king enterprises behind being the personal assistant to a man
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like darian is a 24 7 job asking her to help plan a wedding is simply the
icing on the stress filled cake but to leave she needs a glowing reference
and will do anything to get it even plan a wedding with the man of her
dreams stepping outside the office has unexpected consequences darian
doesn t believe in relationships yet he s starting to see allison in a whole
new light but he doesn t know her secret and she fears that by the time
the vows are exchanged she won t just be leaving her job behind but her
heart as well the billionaire will have what he wants a bride by
blackmail one unforgettable night an heir claimed by christmas when
tiago villela discovers lillie merton is expecting a wedding is non
negotiable to protect the villela billions his child must be legitimate but
his plan for a purely pragmatic arrangement is soon threatened by a
dangerously insatiable desire whisked away to tiago s portuguese estate
lillie agrees to his request for the sake of their child or so she tells
herself tiago might imagine he can marry her and ignore their
incendiary chemistry but lillie can t and as the holidays approach she
has every intention of breaking down her husband s iron control her
billion dollar bump by dani collins cinderella s confession i m pregnant
free romance series starter billionaire brandon cates is days away from
losing everything from his fortune 500 company to his huge estate his
only hope is marjorie reynolds the coo had decamped for greener
pastures just ahead of a so called merger what it was was an acquisition
by a sweeter name the company would get to keep its moniker and
brand under the umbrella of power regions ltd presumably it would be
helmed by a new executive but brandon cates expiration date was
coming and the game was about to change he failed to meet the terms of
the will so his wicked stepmother will take all lena cates has a team of
lawyers circling him like vultures as the termination date approaches to
maintain control of the company brandon has to be married by his
thirtieth birthday when intoxicated marjorie reynolds hears his story at
a dance club in vegas they scheme and hatch an idea that just might
work marj cannot believe she has just accepted such an outrageous
proposal but she knows it ll give brandon the keys back to his billion
dollar kingdom marj is all about fighting oppression and injustice she
refuses to let brandon s evil stepmother win even nicknaming her the
wicked queen because if this wicked queen does win marj will be out of
a job too and she s already sinking in debt brandon is confident he has
this one in the bag or so he thinks can brandon convince his new
accidental bride to play along with the charade some readers might
know marjorie reynolds from the book the boss s son she is britt s best
friend at the office marj now gets her own three book series 18 due
sexual situations series jack britt the boss s son part 1 the boss s son
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part 2 the boss s son part 3 spinoff marj s story britt s best friend
accidentally married to the billionaire part 1 accidentally married to the
billionaire part 2 accidentally married to the billionaire part 3 spinoff
charlie jack s brother swept away charlie s story breathless charlie s
story safe in his arms charlie s story rom com rom com love story love
stories contemporary crush love story romance love new adult romance
billionaire obsession contemporary romance and sex romance billionaire
series melody anne billionaire bachelors series billionaire romance
romantic comedy billionaire new adult second chances comedy humor
rich quick read serial series funny female protagonist novel secret alpha
male literature story stories hero fiction box box set boxed boxed set
romance billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban
contemporary 21st century current workplace office boss work
showcasing research from across the social sciences this edited volume
seeks to provide readers with an empirically grounded sense of how
many lesbian gay bisexual and transgender lgbt people marry in the us
and canada what their marriages look like and how lgbt people
themselves are impacted by marriage and marriage equality prior to
marriage equality lawmakers and activists across the political spectrum
debated whether same sex couples should have the legal right to marry
and likewise academic research to date has focused mostly on the
politics of same sex marriage however this edited volume focuses on
lgbt people themselves and their intimate relationships in the era of
marriage equality including both quantitative and qualitative social
science research it features 14 primary chapters that examine a diverse
set of topics including demographic patterns in same sex marriage and
cohabitation marital aspirations and motivations among lgbt people
arrangements and dynamics within same sex relationships and the legal
benefits and informal privileges associated with marriage the edited
volume will be of interest to scholars across a wide range of disciplines
including sociology psychology child and family studies communications
social work and economics while also offering valuable information for
laypeople generally interested in families and or lgbt studies when a
tangle of frustrations and responsibilities prompts movie heartthrob
bryce courtland to turn his back on the hollywood singles scene and hire
a mother for his precocious twins he finds the perfect candidate in his
sister s best friend marja a small town college professor whose long ago
teenage crush on him still brings a blush to her cheeks responding to
bryce s immediate need for childcare and as a favor for her best friend
marja lindstrom accepts a temporary assignment as tutor nanny bryce
has a more permanent arrangement in mind and stuns marja with a
marriage proposal a marriage proposal with a twist will a million dollar
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salary convince her to take a chance change careers and open her heart
the billionaire s bridal bargain lynne graham to love honour and possess
cesare sabatino never intended to marry but if his thoughts did ever
stray in that direction the lucky woman s answer would have been a
resounding yes imagine his surprise when lizzie whitaker turns him
down on the spot to get his hands on her mediterranean island
inheritance cesare must wed innocent lizzie and ensure she s carrying
his heir luckily the formidable italian is legendary for his powers of
persuasion with lizzie desperate to save her family s farm it s only a
matter of time before she gives in and discovers the many pleasurable
benefits of wearing this tycoon s ring the greek s billion dollar baby
clare connelly the man with the iron will meets the woman who will
change his life all the money in the world couldn t save leonidas from
the pain and guilt of losing his loved ones since then he s forbidden
himself all pleasure in life until he meets enchanting innocent hannah at
a lavish party in greece reeling from the discovery of her fiancé s
infidelity hannah s determined to swear off men but her instant
chemistry with leonidas is undeniable and for one night they break all
their rules indulging in red hot oblivion with inescapably powerful
consequences defying her billionaire protector angela bissell you need
me to keep you safe marietta vincenti is furious when her brother s best
friend private security tycoon nicolas césar takes her to his
mediterranean island to protect her from a stalker because marietta isn
t weak she survived the accident that cruelly stole the use of her legs
and she ll survive now nico is battle hardened and scarred but marietta
crashes against the impenetrable shields that surround this powerful
magnate sensing a kindred spirit beneath but nico unearths a passion in
her that threatens to expose hopes and dreams she d buried long before
can she take a leap of faith with this man who could undo her
completely quiz are you a little bit married we ve been dating for more
than a year i talk on the phone with his parents we go on vacations with
each other s families we re planning to live together or already do i
often wonder where is this going do i just wait around how can i be sure
this person is really the one if this sounds familiar you are not alone it s
the dawning of an age when we re not in any hurry to reach the
milestones house spouse and kids that once marked adulthood although
we d like to get there soon in this practical no holds barred guide
hannah seligson delivers an eye opening look at why serial long term
relationships have become the new romantic rite of passage from
making life changing sacrifices for your partner to dealing with doubts
seligson explains how to make the most of this ambiguous state
including what are the signs s he s ready for long term commitment how
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do you make decisions about careers cohabitation and religion when
there isn t a ring what s the best way to mention the m word to a
commitment phobe how long should you stay a little bit married before
tying the knot or moving on combining expert advice with compelling
anecdotes a little bit married will provide you with the roadmap you
need to survive the life stage post let s do it and pre i do with this ring
he will claim what s his back for her and his heir when tycoon nikos
emerges from being undercover hiding from his enemies he discovers he
s a father he vows to claim his son which means stopping marisa s
business deal marriage and reminding her of their electrifying
connection tempted into his five star world table of contents
introduction wife vs mistress the historical background legitimacy vs
illegitimacy if one is tempted to stray but i think he is also being
unfaithful we are growing apart is my marriage going sour at least she
does not nag some old fashioned reminiscences desperately hanging
onto your man conclusion author bio publisher introduction we were just
talking generally when a friend of mine told me that she did not mind
her husband straying occasionally as long as he came back to his wife
and kids at the end of the day i was horrified and shocked here was a
sensible intelligent woman who was condoning marital infidelity by
saying overtly men will be men and marital infidelity is acceptable this
book is for all those people who believe that marital infidelity in any
form is unacceptable socially traditionally religiously psychologically
mentally emotionally and spiritually in every marriage ceremony in any
religion coming down through the ages two people are joined together
as husband and wife in many marriage ceremonies it is always said that
you have to be faithful to one another and under no option do you stray
but in many ancient civilizations and societies wives accepted the fact
that their men would stray even though they were married because that
was the nature of the man
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The Billion-Dollar Marriage Contract
2014-02-12

doomed from the start nikos demakis and cassia andrade were married
under a billion dollar company merger contract nikos isn t ready to give
up his playboy lifestyle and cassia is far from the glittering socialite that
their elite circle expects events force them to live separate lives ten
years later nikos is ready to give it all up and settle down with the wife
he only sees once a year cassia is also ready to settle down just not with
nikos will cassia once again surrender herself to the man who scarred
her forever or will she give up her inherited fortune to leave and never
look back will they still be able to fulfill the terms of their billion dollar
marriage contract when death and danger stalk them at every turn

The Billion-Dollar Bride Hunt
2021-06-29

the billionaire the matchmaker and their off limits attraction usa today
bestselling author melanie milburne brings us a marriage of
convenience romance inspired by jane austen s classic emma what if the
woman he wants is the one finding his bride when matteo vitale strides
into matchmaker emmaline woodcroft s office he has an unusual request
he must marry and father an heir if he s to inherit his family estate after
his first marriage ended tragically what he needs is a wife who isn t
looking for love to understand her enigmatic client emmie accepts an
invitation to his italian villa as she gets closer to the real matteo for once
she gives in to desire the trouble is emmie knows she can t be the bride
matteo s looking for from harlequin presents escape to exotic locations
where passion knows no bounds

Bride Behind the Billion-Dollar Veil
2019-11-01

a struggling secretary agrees to marry her billionaire playboy boss so he
can acquire one more company in this sexy contemporary romance
fantastically wealthy thanos stathakis almost has it all he requires just
one last company to complete his empire but to acquire it he must
counter his scandalous reputation with a wife his executive assistant
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alice is the perfect choice oh so respectable and in need of financial
support for her family he persuades her their vows are purely for show
until he lifts alice s veil and their intense electrifying kiss complicates
everything step into the greek s decadent world with this emotional
cinderella story

The Billion Dollar Wedding
2016-05-10

at the wedding of the year jasmine bliss encounters the unthinkable a
bouquet landing right in her hands not until that moment has she
wondered why boyfriend and former boss ethan cole one of the hottest
and richest men around has yet to propose to her does he really love her
as much as he says he does or is he thinking what everyone in high
society already thinks that jasmine s middle class breeding is good
enough for a girlfriend but heresy for the wife of a billionaire between
the potential pitter patter of little feet a meddlesome mutual friend and
an ex girlfriend coming out from the shadows of ethan s heartbroken
past jasmine s life suddenly changes in more ways than she could have
imagined before mark your calendars rich and broke alike because you
have been invited to the billion dollar wedding now with more cats

The Billion-Dollar Bride Hunt
2021-07

legacy with a catch gina saxton has been left half of the harlow billion
dollar empire but there is a major condition to her legacy she must wed
the heir to the other half arrogant ross harlow ross s answer is to
propose gina marry him for a year no strings attached easy enough but
then gina realises that her convenient husband finds her hard to resist
not only that she s falling in love with him gina is close to walking away
but ross won t let her go after all a deal s a deal

The Billion-Dollar Bride
2011-01-01

royally promoted by cathy williams from pa to princess
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Her Billion-Dollar Bump / Spanish
Marriage Solution
2024-06-06

anna could hardly turn down the contract of her career austin cahill had
parlayed his business savvy to the point that he had everything he
wanted out of life except of course a child and caroline lamont had
happily agreed to provide him with one event planner anna maitland
was a pro at themed extravaganzas medieval knights and ivy draped
bowers were right up her alley so caroline lamont had to have her
orchestrate texas s wedding of the year landing the account for the
cahill lamont nuptials had an unexpected fringe benefit anna s son will
got to meet his idol austin cahill the problem was the charismatic mr
cahill was proving pretty irresistible to will s mom too even though she
was doing a bang up job of arranging his wedding to another woman

Billion Dollar Bride
2010-12-27

when she needs a convenient husband her only option is to propose to
the enemy escape to the outback with the final installment in the one
year to wed quartet by michelle douglas marry me lincoln rose has put
everything into running her family s farm so she s furious that her father
s will states she must marry to keep it all she can do is propose to
anyone she picks lincoln her neighbor her enemy and the man she once
shared a pulse racing moment of passion with she offers him a coveted
plot of land in return but she s still surprised when he says yes to
making her his billion dollar bride from harlequin romance be swept
away by glamorous and heartfelt love stories one year to wed book 1
secretly married to a prince by ally blake book 2 reluctant bride s baby
bombshell by rachael stewart book 3 cinderella and the tycoon next door
by kandy shepherd book 4 claiming his billion dollar bride by michelle
douglas

Claiming His Billion-Dollar Bride
2024-05-21

the woman he can t forget the child he can t deny wild powerful
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ultrarich matthieu s reputation was infamous and he wanted to keep it
that way it was a way to shelter from the pain of his traumatic past until
enchanting maria entered his world of unimaginable wealth and
unraveled his carefully ordered life with a night of blistering passion she
was the only woman to see the man behind the scars yet to protect her
matthieu pushed her away now maria is back with an announcement
that leads him to question everything i m pregnant

Demanding His Billion-Dollar Heir
2020-03-01

from protégé to convenient wife

Marriage Bargain With Her Brazilian Boss
(Mills & Boon Modern) (Billion-Dollar Fairy
tales, Book 1)
2023-01-01

the greek s billion dollar baby the woman to change his life a tragic loss
has led outrageously wealthy leonidas to deny himself all pleasure until
he meets innocent hannah at a party in greece that night leonidas
breaks all his rules indulging in red hot oblivion with inescapable
consequences

The Million Dollar Marriage
1998

can be read as a stand alone story but best read after reading her billion
dollar man 1 start reading this book to see how to get that free debra
and derek seem to have the perfect relationship they re engaged and
they ve just moved in together so why is derek still hesitant to go the
final step with her with his resources they can be married sooner rather
than later yet a date still hasn t been penciled in debra s going to find
out why even if it means shaking thing up along the way can they
overcome love rivals scams and more to give debra the wedding she so
badly desires find out in this exciting and sexy romance by top selling
author rochelle williams suitable for over 18s only due to sex scenes so
hot you ll be running for a cold shower full of twists and turns read now
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to find out why rochelle williams is tipped to have written the hottest
african american romance series of the year

The Greek's Billion-Dollar Baby / The
Innocent's Emergency Wedding: The
Greek's Billion-Dollar Baby / The Innocent's
Emergency Wedding (Mills & Boon
Modern)
2019-09-19

revisit the de laurent clan in book 2 of billionaire games andre de
laurent s world gets turned upside down when his mother s uncle leaves
him a multi billion dollar fortune with stipulations

Her Billion Dollar Man 2
2016-06-16

from new york times bestselling author katy evans comes a hot romance
about two strangers and their race to fall in love if someone had bet nell
a million dollars that she would be saying i do to a complete stranger on
national television she d have called them crazy but with her crushing
student loan payments sending her deep into the red she s out of options
this should be nothing more than a business transaction until she sets
eyes on her groom and everything changes the game is on the instant
luke spots penelope nell carpenter he s out for the money yes but
getting a little dirty with nell doesn t sound too bad either everyone
knows he s not the marrying kind so it s a good thing it s just for show
god knows he s the worst guy his pretty wife should pick for real they
have nothing in common but if they want the grand prize they ll have to
beat out eight other couples proving that total opposites attract should
be easy enough as long as they don t fall in love in the process

The Marriage Caper
2016-11

could the island doc s convenient groom become her forever find out in
marion lennox s latest billionaire harlequin medical romance with a
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difference saving the doctor s charity with i do forced into a convenient
union to claim a lifesaving billion dollar legacy ophthalmologist seb and
gp jodie agree their marriage will begin and end with their wedding
neither believes in happily ever after how can they when life has taught
them such tough lessons but once they start living together it s
impossible to keep their barriers in place and an unexpected passion is
quickly unleashed dare this fake bride become a real wife from
harlequin medical life and love in the world of modern medicine

Million Dollar Marriage
2019

could the island doc s convenient groom become her forever find out in
marion lennox s latest billionaire medical romance with a difference
saving the doctor s charity with i do forced into a convenient union to
claim a lifesaving billion dollar legacy ophthalmologist seb and gp jodie
agree their marriage will begin and end with their wedding neither
believes in happily ever after how can they when life has taught them
such tough lessons but once they start living together it s impossible to
keep their barriers in place and an unexpected passion is quickly
unleashed dare this fake bride become a real wife mills boon medical life
and love in the world of modern medicine

The Doctor’s Billion-Dollar Bride
2024-04-23

he d kept a promise to marry his best friend s widow but even an
obligatory marriage could not diminish the hunger vintner tony carlino
still felt for rena montgomery foolishly he d walked away from her once
before and she had never forgiven him as far as she was concerned no
one would be toasting this arrangement anytime soon she had married
tony only for the safety his name and money would give her her winery
and her unborn child never could she allow herself to reveal the desire
she felt for her new husband for their marriage was meant to be only
about business neither dared speak one word about love

The Doctor's Billion-Dollar Bride
2024-04-17
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beauty and the billionaire

Million-Dollar Marriage Merger
2010-05-01

from protégée to convenient wife after admitting her forbidden feelings
for her boss caio coding genius anushka is mortified so when he
proposes they marry to save their business she s conflicted because
surely his ring even his scorching touch can never be enough without
his heart the wrong woman wearing his ring

Million Dollar Marriage
1999

i have a business proposition for you sealed with a million dollar ring

Wedding Belles: The Billion Dollar Bride:
An Unlikely Bride for the Billionaire / The
Billionaire Who Saw Her Beauty / How to
Be a Blissful Bride
2021-09-30

he was my first kiss my first boyfriend and my first heartbreak i should
ve known better than to fall for the bad boy now 7 years later this bad
boy needs a good wife to close a business deal he says he ll make it
worth my while yeah i remember that big thick ego this is supposed to
be just pretend so why do i want us to go all the way everyone knows
who zeke harris is a modern rags to riches success story he built a
billion dollar business empire from nothing tall dark and panty meltingly
gorgeous he s also the most eligible bachelor in the city at least that s
what the magazines say to me zeke harris is the bad boy who used to
sneak into my bedroom when my parents were away he reminds me of
late nights youthful excitement and new sinful sensations time and
distance tore our young love apart but now he s back and he needs me
to be his wife yes zeke harris wants me to marry him but it s only for the
sake of his business in exchange he ll give me one million dollars there s
another million in it if i ll also have his baby i should tell him to buzz off
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right this is crazy but i do need the money and i ve never been good at
saying no to zeke so i accept his offer i ll marry him and play house with
him but i am not giving him a second chance this fake marriage is not
about that but then he leans me down on his strong arms and kisses me
and all the feelings i ve ever had for him come rushing back i should ve
known i can t just pretend not with zeke

Marriage Bargain With Her Brazilian Boss /
The Prince's Royal Wedding Demand
2023-01-19

when down on his luck nixon wins a billion dollars he expects his life to
change but he never thought it would change like this in a bid to win
over his father he marries kaley but it s not real is it kaley s whole life is
flowers especially the floundering flower shop she manages but when it
s put at risk she falls on nixon to help her but it s all just a sham isn t it
she doesn t really want to be his wife does she over a year the fake turns
real and that means real consequences when things go wrong these two
will have to answer hard truths to make it work and get their hea

Wedding Belles: The Billion Dollar Bride
2021-09-16

julian worth isn t a man with time to spare ruling his billion dollar
empire with an iron fist work is the true love of his life which is why
when it comes to marriage a strategic alliance matters more than love
julian is more than ready to sign on for a little superficial dating and a
marriage of convenience if it allows him to take his company to the next
level what he wasn t ready for was the woman who shows up as his
prospective bride holly abbott has spent her whole life coming in second
being born four minutes behind her twin sister has defined her life but
when her headstrong sister refuses to go along with their father s plan
to marry her off into a cold business arrangement holly has to step up
knowing the infamous julian worth will only entertain marrying the
abbott heir holly sets her identity aside to transform into her sister it s
an easy enough plan a few dates with a man who isn t hers won t hurt
anyone except julian is nothing like the ruthless tycoon she expected
soon she s left to wonder what will happen when her sister comes back
and worse how will she ever be able to give up a man who doesn t even
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know her real name

His Million-Dollar Marriage Proposal (Mills
& Boon Modern) (The Powerful Di Fiore
Tycoons, Book 2)
2018-06-28

back for her and his heir when tycoon nikos emerges from being
undercover from his enemies he discovers he s a father he vows to claim
his son which means stopping marisa s business deal marriage and
reminding her of their electrifying connection

The Billionaire's Bride
2017

darian king has never met a challenge he couldn t handle running a
billion dollar corporation piece of cake hostile takeovers a walk in the
park but when his little sister begs him to plan her wedding darian finds
himself less than prepared for the task luckily he knows just who to ask
for help allison reed wants nothing more than to leave king enterprises
behind being the personal assistant to a man like darian is a 24 7 job
asking her to help plan a wedding is simply the icing on the stress filled
cake but to leave she needs a glowing reference and will do anything to
get it even plan a wedding with the man of her dreams stepping outside
the office has unexpected consequences darian doesn t believe in
relationships yet he s starting to see allison in a whole new light but he
doesn t know her secret and she fears that by the time the vows are
exchanged she won t just be leaving her job behind but her heart as well

Fake Marriage Billionaire
2019-07-04

the billionaire will have what he wants a bride by blackmail

Betraying the Billionaire
2021-07-08
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one unforgettable night an heir claimed by christmas when tiago villela
discovers lillie merton is expecting a wedding is non negotiable to
protect the villela billions his child must be legitimate but his plan for a
purely pragmatic arrangement is soon threatened by a dangerously
insatiable desire whisked away to tiago s portuguese estate lillie agrees
to his request for the sake of their child or so she tells herself tiago
might imagine he can marry her and ignore their incendiary chemistry
but lillie can t and as the holidays approach she has every intention of
breaking down her husband s iron control

The Secret Behind The Greek's Return /
Claiming His Cinderella Secretary: The
Secret Behind the Greek's Return (Billion-
Dollar Mediterranean Brides) / Claiming
His Cinderella Secretary (Secrets of the
Stowe Family) (Mills & Boon Modern)
2016-10-10

her billion dollar bump by dani collins cinderella s confession i m
pregnant

RIGHT BILLIONAIRE WRONG WEDDIN
2013-04-19

free romance series starter billionaire brandon cates is days away from
losing everything from his fortune 500 company to his huge estate his
only hope is marjorie reynolds the coo had decamped for greener
pastures just ahead of a so called merger what it was was an acquisition
by a sweeter name the company would get to keep its moniker and
brand under the umbrella of power regions ltd presumably it would be
helmed by a new executive but brandon cates expiration date was
coming and the game was about to change he failed to meet the terms of
the will so his wicked stepmother will take all lena cates has a team of
lawyers circling him like vultures as the termination date approaches to
maintain control of the company brandon has to be married by his
thirtieth birthday when intoxicated marjorie reynolds hears his story at
a dance club in vegas they scheme and hatch an idea that just might
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work marj cannot believe she has just accepted such an outrageous
proposal but she knows it ll give brandon the keys back to his billion
dollar kingdom marj is all about fighting oppression and injustice she
refuses to let brandon s evil stepmother win even nicknaming her the
wicked queen because if this wicked queen does win marj will be out of
a job too and she s already sinking in debt brandon is confident he has
this one in the bag or so he thinks can brandon convince his new
accidental bride to play along with the charade some readers might
know marjorie reynolds from the book the boss s son she is britt s best
friend at the office marj now gets her own three book series 18 due
sexual situations series jack britt the boss s son part 1 the boss s son
part 2 the boss s son part 3 spinoff marj s story britt s best friend
accidentally married to the billionaire part 1 accidentally married to the
billionaire part 2 accidentally married to the billionaire part 3 spinoff
charlie jack s brother swept away charlie s story breathless charlie s
story safe in his arms charlie s story rom com rom com love story love
stories contemporary crush love story romance love new adult romance
billionaire obsession contemporary romance and sex romance billionaire
series melody anne billionaire bachelors series billionaire romance
romantic comedy billionaire new adult second chances comedy humor
rich quick read serial series funny female protagonist novel secret alpha
male literature story stories hero fiction box box set boxed boxed set
romance billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban
contemporary 21st century current workplace office boss work

Baby for the Billionaire: Valente Must
Marry / Inherited: One Child / Billion-Dollar
Baby Bargain
2023-11-15

showcasing research from across the social sciences this edited volume
seeks to provide readers with an empirically grounded sense of how
many lesbian gay bisexual and transgender lgbt people marry in the us
and canada what their marriages look like and how lgbt people
themselves are impacted by marriage and marriage equality prior to
marriage equality lawmakers and activists across the political spectrum
debated whether same sex couples should have the legal right to marry
and likewise academic research to date has focused mostly on the
politics of same sex marriage however this edited volume focuses on
lgbt people themselves and their intimate relationships in the era of
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marriage equality including both quantitative and qualitative social
science research it features 14 primary chapters that examine a diverse
set of topics including demographic patterns in same sex marriage and
cohabitation marital aspirations and motivations among lgbt people
arrangements and dynamics within same sex relationships and the legal
benefits and informal privileges associated with marriage the edited
volume will be of interest to scholars across a wide range of disciplines
including sociology psychology child and family studies communications
social work and economics while also offering valuable information for
laypeople generally interested in families and or lgbt studies

A Billion-Dollar Heir for Christmas
2024-06-20

when a tangle of frustrations and responsibilities prompts movie
heartthrob bryce courtland to turn his back on the hollywood singles
scene and hire a mother for his precocious twins he finds the perfect
candidate in his sister s best friend marja a small town college professor
whose long ago teenage crush on him still brings a blush to her cheeks
responding to bryce s immediate need for childcare and as a favor for
her best friend marja lindstrom accepts a temporary assignment as tutor
nanny bryce has a more permanent arrangement in mind and stuns
marja with a marriage proposal a marriage proposal with a twist will a
million dollar salary convince her to take a chance change careers and
open her heart

One-Night Heirs: Her Billion-Dollar Bump
(Diamonds of the Rich and Famous) / Nine-
Month Notice (Mills & Boon Modern)
2016-02-05

the billionaire s bridal bargain lynne graham to love honour and possess
cesare sabatino never intended to marry but if his thoughts did ever
stray in that direction the lucky woman s answer would have been a
resounding yes imagine his surprise when lizzie whitaker turns him
down on the spot to get his hands on her mediterranean island
inheritance cesare must wed innocent lizzie and ensure she s carrying
his heir luckily the formidable italian is legendary for his powers of
persuasion with lizzie desperate to save her family s farm it s only a
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matter of time before she gives in and discovers the many pleasurable
benefits of wearing this tycoon s ring the greek s billion dollar baby
clare connelly the man with the iron will meets the woman who will
change his life all the money in the world couldn t save leonidas from
the pain and guilt of losing his loved ones since then he s forbidden
himself all pleasure in life until he meets enchanting innocent hannah at
a lavish party in greece reeling from the discovery of her fiancé s
infidelity hannah s determined to swear off men but her instant
chemistry with leonidas is undeniable and for one night they break all
their rules indulging in red hot oblivion with inescapably powerful
consequences defying her billionaire protector angela bissell you need
me to keep you safe marietta vincenti is furious when her brother s best
friend private security tycoon nicolas césar takes her to his
mediterranean island to protect her from a stalker because marietta isn
t weak she survived the accident that cruelly stole the use of her legs
and she ll survive now nico is battle hardened and scarred but marietta
crashes against the impenetrable shields that surround this powerful
magnate sensing a kindred spirit beneath but nico unearths a passion in
her that threatens to expose hopes and dreams she d buried long before
can she take a leap of faith with this man who could undo her
completely

Accidentally Married to the Billionaire -
Part 1
2022-01-29

quiz are you a little bit married we ve been dating for more than a year i
talk on the phone with his parents we go on vacations with each other s
families we re planning to live together or already do i often wonder
where is this going do i just wait around how can i be sure this person is
really the one if this sounds familiar you are not alone it s the dawning
of an age when we re not in any hurry to reach the milestones house
spouse and kids that once marked adulthood although we d like to get
there soon in this practical no holds barred guide hannah seligson
delivers an eye opening look at why serial long term relationships have
become the new romantic rite of passage from making life changing
sacrifices for your partner to dealing with doubts seligson explains how
to make the most of this ambiguous state including what are the signs s
he s ready for long term commitment how do you make decisions about
careers cohabitation and religion when there isn t a ring what s the best
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way to mention the m word to a commitment phobe how long should you
stay a little bit married before tying the knot or moving on combining
expert advice with compelling anecdotes a little bit married will provide
you with the roadmap you need to survive the life stage post let s do it
and pre i do

The Social Science of Same-Sex Marriage
2013-08-16

with this ring he will claim what s his

Million Dollar Wife
2021-10-01

back for her and his heir when tycoon nikos emerges from being
undercover hiding from his enemies he discovers he s a father he vows
to claim his son which means stopping marisa s business deal marriage
and reminding her of their electrifying connection tempted into his five
star world

Temptation In Paradise/The Billionaire's
Bridal Bargain/The Greek's Billion-Dollar
Baby/Defying Her Billionaire Protector
2009-12-29

table of contents introduction wife vs mistress the historical background
legitimacy vs illegitimacy if one is tempted to stray but i think he is also
being unfaithful we are growing apart is my marriage going sour at least
she does not nag some old fashioned reminiscences desperately hanging
onto your man conclusion author bio publisher introduction we were just
talking generally when a friend of mine told me that she did not mind
her husband straying occasionally as long as he came back to his wife
and kids at the end of the day i was horrified and shocked here was a
sensible intelligent woman who was condoning marital infidelity by
saying overtly men will be men and marital infidelity is acceptable this
book is for all those people who believe that marital infidelity in any
form is unacceptable socially traditionally religiously psychologically
mentally emotionally and spiritually in every marriage ceremony in any
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religion coming down through the ages two people are joined together
as husband and wife in many marriage ceremonies it is always said that
you have to be faithful to one another and under no option do you stray
but in many ancient civilizations and societies wives accepted the fact
that their men would stray even though they were married because that
was the nature of the man

A Little Bit Married
2019-08-08

Rumours: The Billion-Dollar Brides: The
Desert King's Blackmailed Bride (Brides
for the Taking) / The Italian's One-Night
Baby (Brides for the Taking) / Sold for the
Greek's Heir (Brides for the Taking)
2021-07-08

The Secret Behind The Greek's Return /
Claiming His Cinderella Secretary
2017-02-27

How to Have a Faithful Marriage - Marital
Infidelity Is Not an Option
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